Functional characterization of a supramolecular affinity switch at the single molecule level.
Surface-immobilized and switchable resorcin[4]arene receptor molecules were quantitatively investigated with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and AFM-single molecule force spectroscopy (AFM-SMFS). The upper rim of the supramolecular receptor cavities was modified with two photodimerizable anthracene moieties. The molecular constitution can be externally switched and controlled by exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light and heat. The topography as well as the complexation affinity against small ammonium guest ions of the two isomers were investigated at the single molecule level. Our results demonstrate the feasibility to externally control the supramolecular receptor's affinity and simultaneously quantify and associate these binding properties with the structural change of the resorcin[4]arenes structure on the basis of the measured molecule corrugation height.